MADRID / BARCELONA MINIBREAK
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Fly from your local airport
SAT 2 Fly from your choice of airport, on any flight, direct to MADRID. After you arrive, you can get the free shuttle to
the hotel, where you will be met. The remainder of the day is spent, spotting from our 4* hotel, at the runway thresholds.
SUN 3 Today we have a full day spotting from our hotel, or from the mound, overlooking the taxyways and T4
MON 4 We have a full day to visit CUATRO VIENTOS (including museum), GETAFE, COLMENAR and TOREJON.
We hope to get some base tours at some of the bases. We will also see a few other aircraft displayed around the city,
returning to Barajas in the evening. Alternatively, you can stay at Barajas for the whole day.
.
TUE 5 After the morning arrivals, we head west to the storage airport at TERUEL. Then we continue to VALENCIA
We visit a few aircraft around the city, including an F27, then arrive at the main airport and then our overnight hotel.
WED 6 A quick look at the morning arrivals, then head north to the storage airport of CASTELLON. Then continue to
REUS and mid afternoon, we arrive at BARCELONA, spending time at the viewing platform. Our hotel is nearby and
has a rooftop terrace, with views towards the airport.
THU 7 After breakfast we move to the airport viewing platform, at the side of the runway. There will be the option to
visit SABADELL, late morning, returning to the viewing platform for the rest of the afternoon. You can take a return flight
this evening, or stay 1 extra night, at the same airport hotel.

Make your own flight arrangements to Madrid and back from Barcelona. Extensions are no problem
Extra night in Barcelona, from £48

Cost: £399

Deposit: £99

Single room: £199

Cost includes: Transfers, Luxury coach transportation, 5 nights hotel (bed and breakfast)
UPGRADES

£99
DOUBLE SEAT
& Free Drinks

